Best Cell Phones, Apps Profiled on New Website
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EVANSVILLE, IN (RPRN) 07/23/11 — It can be overwhelming. Big box retailers showcase dozens of
smartphones. Each offers something a little different and prices can vary wildly. So how do you know
where to go to find the best cell phones for your particular needs? A newly-launched website can
help you do that.
Smartphone Basics provides vital information that you can use to select the right phone for your
needs by providing articles that cover many of the questions potential buyers usually have. Through
partnerships with eBay and Amazon.com, Smartphone Basics also offers links to the best online
deals, reviews and more.
You'll discover what the best time is to buy a smartphone, what features to look for, the most valuable
apps for iPhones and Androids and even articles on why smartphones are so great (in case you're
not convinced).
Aimed to help set buyers' minds at ease while offering deals outside the big box stores, Smartphone
Basics uncovers the best cell phones on the market today. Are you an iPhone person? Or do you
prefer a Droid? You'll be able to gather independent information at Smartphone Basics without
feeling pressured by anyone.
The growth of smartphone usage around the world has been one of the biggest developments in
communications over the last 50 years. The continuing advancements in what those little boxes can
do have made them an extremely valuable part of our daily lives. They can save you time and
money, connect you with your friends through a variety of methods, take photos and videos and
through the huge number of apps entering the market each day, help you with virtually any task or
information need. Smartphone Basics was designed to offer a broad overview of the technology,
written in an easy to understand fashion. You'll discover what other people find most useful about
today's best cellphones and why shopping for smartphones on eBay is becoming more popular each
day.
Finding the best cell phone at the best price sounds easier than it looks. While some websites have
an ulterior motive for recommending one brand over another, you'll get a broad, independent
overview at Smartphone Basics and browse thousands of auction and sale listings that will make
your purchase less painful on the pocketbook.
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